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RESOLUTION EXPERIMENTS FOR NW PACIFIC SUBDUCTION ZONE TOMOGRAPHY

Wim Spakmanl, Seth Stein2, Rob van der Hilstl and Rinus Wortel 1

Abstract. We investigate the resolving power of ISC/NEIC P
travel time data in tomographic inversions for the geometry of the
subduction zones in the NW Pacific. From thermal models for the
Kurile, Japan, Izu-Bonin, Mariana and Ryukyu slabs, we generate
three dimensional synthetic velocity anomalies for subducting
slabs which are then projected onto a cell model for the uppermost
1400 km of the mantle. Using these synthetic models we compute
synthetic delay times for ray paths corresponding to the source and
receiver locations used for the actual data, add Gaussian noise,
invert the synthetic data, and compare the resulting velocity
structure to the initial synthetic models. This comparison is
illustrated for sections through the Kuriles and the Mariana arcs. A
variety of resolution artifacts are observed, which in many cases
resemble features visible in the tomographic results obtained from
inverting the actual ISC/NEIC data.

Introduction

The development of techniques for the determination of three
dimensional earth structure from inversion of seismic travel times
[Aki et al., 1977] has provided a powerful tool for tectonic studies
[No let, 1987, Thurber and Aki, 1987]. Body wave tomography has
been used to illustrate the nature of mantle heterogeneity
[Dzicwonski, 1984; Grand, 1987]. It is especially successful in
delineating steeply dipping anomalous velocity regions such as
subducting slabs [Hirahara, 1981; Kamiya et al. 1988; Spakrnan et
al., 1988; Van der Hi 1st, 1989; Zhou, 1988; Zhou and Clayton,
preprint, 1988], due to the thermal contrast between the cold
downgoing slab and wanner ambient mantle, long exploited in
travel time studies [Toksoz et al., 1971; Sleep, 1973; Engdahl et
al., 1977; Jordan, 1977; Creager and Jordan, 1984; 1986] and
recently incorporated in waveform studies [Silver and Chan, 1986;
Vida le, 1987; Cormier, 1989].

Since in most cases [Humphreys et al. [1984] being a striking
exception) the subducting slab had been previously identified from
the Wadati-Benioff Zone seismicity, an interesting aspect of travel
time data is their potential resolving power for the geometry of the
slab. In particular, the travel time data are often interpreted as
showing a high velocity region extending beyond the deepest
seismicity, sometimes extending to depths below the 670 km
discontinuity. In other cases, the slab appears to bottom at this
depth, suggesting an inability to penetrate this discontinuity.
These data are thus crucial to the question of whether downgoing
slabs can penetrate the discontinuity, and hence to the question of
the existence and evolution of a stratified mantle [Jordan, 1977;

Richter, 1979; Davies, 1984; Silver et al., 19881.
Here we explore how well body wave tomography can resolve

the structure of downgoing slabs in the NW Pacific. Starting from
thermal modeling of slab subduction we derive a three
dimensional synthetic velocity model of slabs, and investigate
how well this slab geometry can be recovered in a tomographic
experiment using most of the currently available P wave travel
time data pertinent to the NW Pacific mantle.
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Thermal models and seismic velocity models for slabs

The region studied (Figure 1) contains five major subducting
slabs: Kurile, Japan, Izu-Bonin, Mariana and Ryukyu. We
computed the temperature field for each slab using a finite
difference numerical model [Sleep, 1973; Toksoz et al., 19731
incorporating mantle flow, for the appropriate values of slab age,
convergence rate, and dip. The temperature effects of adiabatic
compression were added to the calculated potential temperatures
using values of 1.05x103Jkg- loc.-I the heat capacity and
3.6x10-50C-1 for the coefficient of thermal expansion. These
satisfy the constraint that the olivine to spincl phase change occurs
at approximately 400 km depth and 1500°C [Bina and Wood,
1986]. The slab's thermal structure prior to subduction is
described by a finite thickness plate [Crough, 1977; Wortcl, 1980;

see also Wortel and Vlaar 1988] with a temperature at the base of
the lithosphere of 1330 °.

The temperatures were converted to seismic P-velocity
assuming a avp/aT value of -0.5 m/sec-°C. The two dimensional
models for each slab were rotated about a pole for each island arc
(Figure 1), giving three dimensional synthetic velocity models.
Velocity anomalies are obtained by subtracting the Jeffreys-Bullen
(JB) model which is used as a reference model for tomography.
The velocity anomalies were then projected onto a cell model for
the uppermost 1400 km of the mantle to obtain the cell anomaly
values of the 3-dimensional slab models. The slab models are not
intended to describe the full complexity of the subduction process.
Though simplified, the thermal models presumably represent the
deeper portions of the slab better than an a priori velocity model.
Since we are studying primarily the resolution attainable with
delay time tomography for the structure of deeper portions of the

Fig. 1: Map of the NW-Pacific. Light lines indicate two
dimensional slices radial to the arc pole along which the two
dimensional thermal models are computed. Heavy lines indicate
cross sections through the Kuriles and Marianas discussed in the
paper.
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slab, features such as a low velocity wedge above the slab are not
included.

Delay time tomography

The linearized tomographic method used [Spakman, 1988;
Spakman and No let, 19881 is based on a cell division of the
mantle below the region shown in Figure 1. The cell model
comprises 51832 I° x 1° cells arranged in 19 layers. Layer
thicknesses vary from 33 km in the uppermost layers to 70 km
around 670 km, and to 100 km at a depth of 1400 km. Besides the
slowness anomalies in cells the inversion method accounts for the
inevitable effects of earthquake mislocation and station statics on
the data, which leads to 23059 additional unknowns. To suppress
the influence of data errors on the inversion result, the solution is
slightly damped and smoothed (filtered) during the inversion [see
Spakman and No let, 19881.

For the actual data inversions we used P delay times selected
from the ISC and NEIC catalogs for the years 1964-1987. Only
events observed in at least 10 stations (up to 90°) and located
within the region were selected, and only P delay times between
the limits of -5 and +5 seconds were admitted. Thus we obtained
about 1.4 million data. Since these are determined with respect to
the JB travel time tables, ray paths are computed from the 1-
dimensional JB velocity model. Using millions of data it is at
present computationally too expensive to perform 3-dimensional
ray tracing through laterally heterogeneous velocity structures. For
this reason the tomographic scheme is a one step linear
approximation of the strongly non-linear tomographic problem
[e.g. No let, 1987; Spakman, 19881.

Inversions were performed on the actual data and also on
synthetic data. Synthetic P delay times were computed from
synthetic slab models using the ray paths corresponding to the
actual delay time data. After adding synthetic noise we inverted
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the data and compared the resulting velocity structure to the initial
synthetic models. We carried out these experiments for slabs
restricted to the upper mantle, and for slabs penetrating into the
lower mantle, for a variety of slab geometries and temperature
(velocity) models. The examples presented here are for slabs that
terminate at 670 km depth.

In all synthetic inversions we added Gaussian noise with a
large standard deviation to the data to mimic actual ISC/NEIC

1.0(anoise= sec, RMSd.A.44 sec.delay times closely
RMSdata+noise=1.09 sec). The addition of noise makes the synthetic
data inconsistent, which influences the attainable resolution, in
particular in regions where the illumination of the model by rays
is dominant in certain directions. Synthetic tests which do not use
noisy data offer less realistic estimates of accuracy and spatial
resolution.

Results

The essence of the experiment is the comparison of the
synthetic model to its tomographic image. The differences
between the two result from lack of accuracy and spatial
resolution in the tomographic imaging.

Figure 2 shows the results for a cross section through the
Kurile arc (Figure 1). Figure 2a illustrates results from the
inversion of the actual delay time data. In the upper mantle the
irregularly shaped dipping positive anomaly (cross hatched) can
bc interpreted as the blurred image of the Kurile slab. Below 400
km the anomaly associated with the slab flattens and splits into
two parts; one extending laterally, and one part 'penetrating' the
lower mantle , where the anomaly broadens and can be followed
to 1400 km depth. In the NW Pacific similar anomaly patterns
have also been obtained by Zhou [1988], Zhou and Clayton
[preprint, 1988] and Kamiya et al. 119881 and have been
interpreted in terms of slab associated structure.

Exact u mantle slab model
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Fig. 2: Kurile slab cross section. Dots denote earthquake epicenters. 2a: result of inverting real delay times. 2b the syntheticslab model (P velocity anomaly) derived from thermal modeling and projected onto the cell model. 2c: result of inverting thecorresponding (noisy) synthetic data. 2d: the hit count displayed in 10-logarithmic contouring The legend below panel 2crefers to velocity anomalies in percentages relative to the ambient Jeffreys-Bullen mantle velocity. White areas in 2a-c depictzero values. The other legend refers to the hit count contouring. White areas in 2d depict either zero values or valuesexceeding 3.5. Horizontal hatching from 0 to 1.5, followed by eight intervals of 0.25.
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The question we address here is whether these two features
represent an image of real, possibly slab related, structure or
whether these are due to lack of accuracy and spatial resolution in
the image. Some insight can be obtained from the synthetic tests
with 3-D slab models. Figure 2b shows the exact (input) slab
model along the same cross section. The inversion result
(response) is shown in Figure 2c. The core of the synthetic slab of
Figure 2b is well recovered. All anomalies outside this core such
as the two apparent extensions of the slab, one shallowing in the
deeper upper mantle and one penetrating the lower mantle must be
regarded as resolution artifacts. These artifacts resemble the
anomaly patterns discussed for Figure 2a, suggesting that some of
the features associated with the slab anomaly in Figure 2a are
more likely to be resolution artifacts than images of real velocity
structure.

Two important effects contribute to these artifacts: (i) the
combined effects of data errors and ray illumination (sampling) of
the cell model, and (ii) the influence of the reference model on the
delay time data and ray paths.

The results of inversion of noise-free synthetic data (derived
from the 3-D slab model) exhibit the inferred artifacts to a smaller
extent. Noisy data lead to inconsistent tomographic equations
which, combined with nearly-dependent (parts) of the equations,
facilitate the smearing of poorly resolved anomalies along
directions of preferential ray illumination (i.e. the nearly-

dependent parts of the tomographic equations). The ray
illumination is illustrated by the cell hit count (the number of rays
sampling a cell) in Figure 2d. Although the hit count is a scalar
measure of the ray sampling of the cells, it is possible to infer
preferential directions of ray illumination by following the
(relative) maxima in the contour plot. Note that these directions
correlate with the resolution artifacts in Figure 2a. The ray
illumination is fundamental for understanding a tomographic
image, as it not only illustrates the smearing of anomalies, but it

also strongly affects the convergence properties of the cell

anomaly solution [Spakman 1988; Spakman and No let 1988].
The influence of reference model (e.g. JB model) adopted on

the tomographic results is discussed by Van der Hi 1st and

Spakman [1988]. They demonstrate that strong mantle velocity
gradients, not present in the reference model, can map into an
apparent horizontal layering or streaking in the tomographic
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image: as positive anomalies below 400 km, negative just above
670 km and again positive just below 670 km. How large the
horizontal extent of this layering is in the image depends on the
ray sampling. In Figure 2a this effect is visible between horizontal
distances of 400 and 1200 km, where it is superimposed on the
effects of along ray path smearing. In the synthetic result (2c) only
the anomaly smearing effects are visible, since the synthetic data
are computed with respect to the assumcd reference model.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding series of panels for a cross
section through the Mariana subduction zone. The image resulting
from the inversion of synthetic data (Figure 3c) extends to depths
well below the synthetic model (Figure 3b) and the deepest
seismicity. Again we find similarities between anomaly patterns in
the real data result (Figure 3a) and the synthetic result, and similar
explanations to those.given for the Kurile cross section apply.

Discussion

Our experiment examines only the current resolving power of
' delay time tomography for velocity structures in the NW Pacific
using most of the data (ray paths) available. It does not directly
provide additional insight into the subduction process, but the
results illustrate the limitation of the use of delay time
tomography for imaging this proccss. Specifically, we have
demonstrated that large scale resolution artifacts in the synthetic
inversion results resemble anomaly patterns in the real data
results.

Synthetic tests for resolution and accuracy estimates can be
performed in various ways. In our inversions we tried to mimic the
real data case by using synthetic data with a large signal to noise
ratio. Moreover, we incorporated extra unknowns in the inversion
procedure which account for the effects of velocity heterogeneity
on the event mislocation with respect to the ISC (reference)
location. Alternatively, the effects of the ray sampling alone can
be tested by excluding data errors and event mislocation effects
from the synthetic inversions [e.g. Zhou 1988: Zhou and Clayton,
preprint 19881. Such tests, however, mimic the real data case less
well and resolution estimates derived are thus less applicable to
inversion results obtained with real data [Spakman 1988;

Spakman and Nolet 19881.
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Fig. 3: Mariana slab cross section. Description of the four panels as in the caption of fig. 2.
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We have found that the lower mantle extension of the slab
anomalies in the Kurile and Mariana zone (Figures 2a, 3a) may
result from lack of spatial resolution. Experiments with slab
models extending to 900 km of depth show, however, similar
artifacts. This makes it difficult to infer from in the real data
results whether slabs penetrate into the lower mantle.

It is worth noting that subducting slabs are not as easily
identified in the results of inversion of real data. The
discrepancies between the real case and the synthetic experiments
may result from several effects. The slab models are relatively
simple and may differ in important aspects from the real situation.
Moreover, the synthetic data do not fully incorporate some
complexities of real delay times such as event location, reference
model dependences, and specific data error distributions other than
Gaussian [Spakman 1988; Van der Hi 1st and Spakman 19891.

We conclude that synthetic data experiments offer some useful
insight into the resolution of subduction zone tomography in the
NW Pacific. Features in the results of inversions of real data which
resemble features well resolved in the synthetic data experiments
thus acquire additional credibility. Conversely, features in the real
data inversion results should be treated with caution if they
resemble artifacts in the images produced by inversion of the
synthetic data.
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